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Fig. 1. Visualization for the Person Activity dataset [1]. (a) The conventional scatterplot suffers from severe overdraw. (b) The
Splatterplots [33] may synthesize new colors. Data points in sparse regions are explicitly highlighted. (c) The Splatterplots with
additional noise [22] can enhance the distinguishability in dense regions. (d) Our result: please notice the differences in overlapped
regions indicated by the circles. The number of data points before and after abstraction in this region are listed on the right side. The
relative density orders among classes are preserved with our method.

Abstract—Scatterplots are widely used to visualize scatter dataset for exploring outliers, clusters, local trends, and correlations.
Depicting multi-class scattered points within a single scatterplot view, however, may suffer from heavy overdraw, making it inefficient
for data analysis. This paper presents a new visual abstraction scheme that employs a hierarchical multi-class sampling technique
to show a feature-preserving simplification. To enhance the density contrast, the colors of multiple classes are optimized by taking
the multi-class point distributions into account. We design a visual exploration system that supports visual inspection and quantitative
analysis from different perspectives. We have applied our system to several challenging datasets, and the results demonstrate the
efficiency of our approach.
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1 INTRODUCTION

As one of the most fundamental visual representations, scatterplots use
2D Cartesian coordinates to depict a set of bivariate points. The point
collection in a 2D plane can be explored and analyzed to study point
distributions [15, 42], clusters [11, 47], outliers [33], local trends [8,
9], and axial correlations [25].

One challenging problem for visualizing scatterplots is the over-
draw (see Figure 1 (a)) caused by a dense point distribution. In the
past decade, many research efforts have concentrated on reduction of
overdraw and its effects. In general, one can modulate the limited vi-
sual channels of points, e.g., the point size [30, 31] or the opacity [18]
to decrease the overplotting degree. Alternatively, the density estima-
tion [2, 3, 18] can be employed to reformulate the point distribution in
a simple form. This is effective for clarifying dense regions, but can
hardly show outliers which typically lie in low density regions. Spa-
tially moving the overplotted points to unoccupied pixels [25, 26] is
another way to address the overdraw problem. However, it is not suit-
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able for quantitative analysis because point distribution is changed.
The point overdraw problem is further exaggerated when multi-

class points are shown in a single scatterplot [33]. To alleviate this
problem, the continuous density fields with respect to each class of
points can be reconstructed. Then the commonly used multi-variate
data visualization methods such as contouring, color blending [33],
and color weaving [20, 22] are utilized. Nevertheless, these method-
s may yield misleading representations, especially in regions where
multiple classes exist. In addition, the relative density orders among
classes cannot be preserved well for quantitative analysis (see Figure 1
(b) and Figure 1 (c)). This greatly hinders the abilities of users for
identifying outliers, discriminating dense regions, analyzing correla-
tions, and comparing patterns.

Our work is motivated by an artistic map design that illustrates a
territorial multi-class statistical dataset. Conventionally, a filled color
map is employed to visualize such kinds of datasets, but it will lead to
information loss. Take the Chicago ethnic distribution map as an ex-
ample (see the bottom left in Figure 2), the relative population density
and transitions among races are missing in each region (e.g., the one
indicated by the black arrow). In contrast, Bill Rankin [35] proposed
a dot map technique, with which the racial distributions in a region
are directly represented by the density of multiple sets of colored dots.
The dot color represents the race and the density encodes the size of
the population. Generally, this representation is endowed with several
merits: 1) no new colors are synthesized; 2) relative features are p-
reserved locally. Essentially, the dot map technique employs a point
sampling scheme to approximate the distributions of multiple variates.
Compared with the uniformly filled color map, it greatly improves the
readability of the visualization result in terms of showing multi-variate
distributions and correlations.

Fig. 2. The ethnicity map [35] of Chicago 2010 with the dot mapping
representation motivates our work. For a high resolution version, please
refer to the project website (http://www.radicalcartography.net).

Inspired by this dot map design, this paper proposes a feature pre-
serving reformulation to reduce the visual clutter of multi-class scat-
terplots. The kernel is a reconstruction-and-resampling process that
generates a visual abstraction of the input point distribution. To make
it amenable for multi-class points, a multi-class blue noise based sam-
pling scheme [41] is employed. We also propose a color optimization
technique to enhance the perceptual contrast in multi-class regions.

The integrated visual exploration system consists of a suite of distri-
bution study, and focus+context interaction toolkits to support visual
inspection and quantitative analysis of multi-class points.

In summary, this paper presents a complementary means to conven-
tional scatterplot visualization techniques with the following contribu-
tions:

• A hierarchical multi-class sampling scheme that reduces the
overdraw and preserves the point distributions for quantitative
analysis.

• A visual exploration system for interactive inspection and analy-
sis of multi-class points.

The remaining parts are organized as follows. Section 2 summa-
rizes related work. Our approach is described in Section 3. A visual
exploration system is presented in Section 4. The evaluation of our ap-
proach and some directions for future work are discussed in Section 5
and Section 6. Finally, we conclude this paper in Section 7.

2 RELATED WORK

Visualizing a set of points with different attributes in a 2D plane is a
fundamental task. Various schemes have been proposed to enhance
the visual perception.

2.1 Overdraw Reduction for Scatterplots

One critical issue for displaying a large amount of points in a 2D plane
is the overdraw problem. Conventional solutions can be roughly cate-
gorized into three classes.

Changing the visual channels are a simple and intuitive way to
deal with the overdraw issue. Woodruff et al. [44] chose to visual-
ize scatter dataset with small-size dots in highly dense regions and
large-size icons in sparse regions for outliers, as small dots occupy
relatively less screen space. A similar scheme was exploited by Chen
et al. [11] to explore the resulting projection for DTI fibers. The Utopi-
an [12] system generated an alpha blended scatterplot for interactive
topic modeling. Dang et al. [16] proposed a method to handle over-
plotting issue by stacking points in the third dimension. Luboschik
et al. [32] introduced the aligned weaving technique that can improve
the representation of overlapping clusters in scatterplots. Generally
these methods are effective, but the number of usable visual channels
are quite limited. Our method is compatible with these techniques and
can further alleviate the overdraw issue.

Density estimation provides an alternative solution to avoid over-
draw for visualizing large scatter datasets. The density can be simply
measured by dividing the drawing space into bins and counting the
number of data points falling into them. Alpha blended scatterplots
are an example of this technique. This simple discrete form of den-
sity is prone to introduce bias in visualization. Carr et al. [7] used
hexagonal cells to accumulate densities. Bachthaler et al. [2, 3] pro-
posed a rigorous, accurate, and generic mathematical model to create
the continuous scatterplots. Zinsmaier et al. [48] employed the ker-
nel density estimation (KDE) to visualize overlapped nodes and edges
in large graphs. The density estimation can also be adopted to visu-
alize overlapped trajectories [36, 43]. Color mapping and contouring
are two common methods to visualize and highlight dense regions in
a reconstructed continuous density field. Unfortunately, these meth-
ods neglect the outliers in the resulting visualization, as outliers create
small regions of low density in the continuous density field. Feng et
al. [18] suggested mean emphasis in kernel density estimation to re-
veal real outliers. Mayorga and Gleicher [33] proposed to explicitly
display outliers coupled with color mapping and contouring. Nev-
ertheless, simultaneously encoding and visualizing multiple density
fields are quite difficult for multi-class scatterplots. Multi-variate data
visualization methods such as color blending and color weaving can
be employed to visualize multiple density fields with limitations as
well. The color blending methods may synthesize new colors. The
color weaving methods cannot show relative density features among
classes. Our method exploits the density information as constraints to
resample the input data points. It does not bring new colors and also
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enables users to study relative density features through the number of
non-overlapped samples.

Spatial distortion can also be used to eliminate the overdraw prob-
lem. Keim and Herrmann [26] introduced the Gridfit algorithm to
avoid overplotting when visualizing large amounts of spatial reference
data points. Its key idea is to place the overplotted data points on the
nearest unoccupied pixels and shift data points along a screen-filling
curve. Later, Keim et al. [25] developed a more flexible technique
called the generalized scatterplot, which allows users to strike a bal-
ance between overplotting and distortion. Janetzko et al. [24] pro-
posed to enhance the scatterplots using the ellipsoid pixel placement
scheme. Further, Wu et al. [45] presented a warping method to avoid
important features overplotted during resizing. In essence, distortion
based methods change the underlying topology and distribution of the
dataset, which may cause misleading perceptions.

2.2 Interactive Exploration and Analysis for Scatterplots

A bunch of navigation tools and scatterplot variants were developed
to assist users discovering and exploring the insights from datasets.
Buering et al. [5] proposed two interaction techniques to explore a
large dataset in a small screen: a geometric-semantic zoom that pro-
vides a smooth transition between overview and detail, and a fisheye
distortion that displays the focus and context regions of the scatterplot
in a single view. Elmqvist et al. [17] exploited animated transitions be-
tween scatterplots for visual exploration of a multidimensional dataset.
Yuan et al. [47] presented a comprehensive tool equipped with selec-
tion, zooming, dragging, and linking for interactive subspace explo-
ration of 2D scatterplots. Collins et al. [13] enhanced the set relation
of points on the plot with clustering and contours. Chan et al. [8, 9]
introduced the flow-based scatterplots for sensitivity and local trend-
s analysis where a local regression analysis is leveraged. Leland et
al. [15, 42] defined a set of measures to characterize the scatterplot
point distributions and used these measures to organize scatterplots
for high-dimensional data analysis. Radloff et al. [34] used additional
visual encodings to represent dots in scatterplots on heterogenous dis-
plays. In this work, we provide a complementary means to improve
the readability of multi-class scatterplots. We also show how existing
analysis methods and interactions such as brushing and focus+context
can further enhance users’ understanding in meaningful ways.

2.3 Noise for Visualization

Noise has been widely used in various visualization techniques. A
well-known application is noise-based flow visualization [23, 37].
Spot noise [40] was introduced to vector field visualization by Jark
van Wijk. Inspired by this method, a white noise texture was em-
ployed by line integral convolution (LIC) based methods [37]. Khleb-
nikov et al. [28] investigated the possibility of using Gabor noise to
visualize 2D multivariate dataset. Later they extended this method to
multivariate volume data visualization [27]. A perceptually adapted
Perlin Noise was employed by Coninx et al. [14] to visualize uncer-
tain scalar field. Bertini and Santucci [4] presented a random data
sampling method to model the underlying data density for scatterplot
quality enhancement. Unfortunately it is intractable for multi-class s-
catter datasets. Our work leverages the multi-class blue noise sampling
method [41] to abstract the overlapped multi-class data points while p-
reserving features such as relative density orders among classes. One
of its main advantages is that the blue noise feature is guaranteed for
each individual class and the union of all classes.

3 VISUAL ABSTRACTION OF MULTI-CLASS SCATTERPLOTS

Overdraw is caused by the conflict between the limited screen space
and the large number of points. In some cases, it is inevitable, and pre-
vents users from insightful data observations. To address this issue, we
employ a visual abstraction scheme that estimates the point density of
each class and resamples the estimated density fields. The main con-
cept behind our approach is to use a cloud of sampled points to mimic
the intrinsic multi-class point distributions. Rather than using a con-
ventional point sampling (e.g., blue noise) for each class, a multi-class
blue noise sampling scheme is employed for multiple point classes.

Please refer to [41] for the differences between the single-class and
multi-class blue noise sampling techniques.

Showing points generated with the multi-class blue noise is straight-
forward. To clearly differentiate data classes, we optimize the color
set by maximizing the distinguishability in multi-class regions. Addi-
tionally, different types of point shape such as ellipse and dot-line are
employed to show the local trends.

3.1 Point Density Estimation

Density estimation is a common way to handle large datasets. It cre-
ates a continuous density scalar field from the given data points. KDE
is a well-studied statistical tool for this purpose.

Let Xi = {x
1
i ,x

2
i , ...,x

m
i } be the data points of the i-th data class.

Mathematically, the density at location x is computed by:

f̂i(x) =
m

∑
j=1

Kh(x−x
j
i ), (1)

where Kh(·) is a kernel function with bandwidth h which determines
the smoothing degree of the reconstructed density field. Different
from the conventional KDE method, we do not use the number of data
points to normalize the density for the purpose of directly comparing
densities at location x. A Gaussian kernel is used in our approach with
the bandwidth h determined by the Silverman’s rule of thumb [38] .

3.2 Feature-preserving Point Resampling

Point sampling is a fundamental tool to reduce the number of da-
ta points while best preserving the features for many computational
tasks. Due to the uniformity and absence of spectral bias [10], the
blue noise sampling technique has been favored in many applications
such as image stippling [41, 46] and point cloud resampling [10].

Individually sampling each data class cannot guarantee that the
blue noise features are preserved for the union of all data classes.
Therefore, we employ the adaptive multi-class blue noise sampling
method [41] that uses a dart throwing technique to reproduce the in-
put data distributions. During the sample generation process, an n×n
symmetric matrix Rx at the trial location x is built for conflict check.
n is the number of data classes. Rx generalizes the distance constraint
in the Poisson disk sampling for a single class. The element Rx

i, j spec-

ifies the distance constraint between the i-th and the j-th data class at
the location x (see Figure 3 as an illustration). We use the estimated
density to compute the distance constraint matrix Rx. Specifically, the
diagonal elements of Rx

i,i are defined as ω/ f̂i(x), and all non-diagonal

elements are computed according to the suggestion by Wei [41]. ω is
a user adjustable parameter. 1/ω can be treated as the frequency for
sampling. In our system, users can change this parameter to control
the number of points shown in the view.
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Fig. 3. To position a sample of Class1 (i.e., the solid blue dot) at loca-
tion x, the distance constraint matrix Rx is computed first. Its diagonal
elements Rx

i,i constrain the intra-class distances, and its non-diagonal
elements Rx

i, j restrict the inter-class distances.

By default, ω is computed by means of a heuristic rule in our explo-
ration system. For 2D scatterplots, the orthogonal projection scheme
is employed to render data points. Let ϕ be the zooming scale for
rendering points, and r be the point radius. The sampling frequency
parameter is approximated by:

ω =
r

ϕ
f̄ (2)
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where f̄ represents the mean density of all data classes over the do-
main.

A simple way for resampling is to sample the reconstructed continu-
ous density field generated by the KDE technique. However, new data
points may be produced (see the green points in the region indicated
by the orange ellipse in Figure 4 (b)), which is not preferable.

In our approach, the resampling process is performed in a discrete
sampling space constituted by all input multi-class data points. To
ensure that each class is well sampled, a new trial sample is always
randomly selected from the class that is currently most under-filled
(Please refer to [41] for the details on the fill rate computation). If the
trial sample passes the conflict check, it will be inserted to the output
data point list. Otherwise it will be discarded. Figure 4 compares an
input scatterplot, the one by sampling the estimated point density field,
and the one sampled in the discrete space.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Fig. 4. Applying two sampling schemes to a synthetic multi-class
dataset (two data classes follow a Gaussian distribution and the other
one follows a uniform distribution). (a) The input scatterplot; (b) Sam-
pling in the continuous density field. (c) Sampling in the discrete space.
(d) From top to bottom: the marked regions in (a-c). Notice the differ-
ences of points in regions indicated by the orange ellipses.

3.3 Consistency-preserving Hierarchical Sampling

Zooming operations are a commonly used interaction to study a
dataset. If using the current zooming scale ϕ to resample the input
data points, it might lose consistency (notice the differences in regions
indicated by the orange circles at the top row in Figure 5). Ideally,
more points should be added to the view when the view is zoomed in
and some points should be removed when the view is zoomed out.

To achieve a smooth zooming, we employ a hierarchical sam-
pling scheme that pre-computes a sequence of coarse-to-fine sampling
points. Specifically, we start sampling with an initial small ϕ which
corresponds to the coarsest level. Empirically, ϕ is set to make all
data points are shown in a small region of the entire viewport (in prac-
tice, we set it to be 1/8). For each subsequent level, the pre-computed
samples are used as partial samples for next runs of sampling. Final-
ly, the output samples record the points that are approximately sorted
by zooming levels in an ascending order. Algorithm 1 presents the
pseudocode.

The run-time visualization is performed by showing all points with
the generated zooming levels that are smaller than the current level.
Smooth transitions are supported between different zooming levels.

3.4 Abstractive Visualization

Resampling multi-class points generates a sequence of non-overlapped
points. Therefore, visual clutter caused by a high spatial density can be
greatly eliminated. Our approach employs two additional techniques
to improve the perceptual quality of the abstracted set of points.

Algorithm 1 Hierarchical Sampling

Input: P: the multi-class data points; ϕ: the initial zooming level;

f̂i(x): density fields; P′′: a temporary array
Output: P′: the output samples; S: an array that records the number

of samples generated at each zooming level
1: while P �= /0 and ϕ < ϕmax do
2: m← 0
3: while P �= /0 do
4: // Select a trial sample from the most unfilled data class
5: x← SelectTrial(P)
6: Rx ← BuildRMatrix(x,ϕ, f̂i(x))
7: pass←Con f lictCheck(Rx,P′) // Do conflict check
8: if pass then
9: Push x back to P′ and remove it from P

10: m← m+1
11: else
12: Remove x from P to P′′

13: end if

14: end while
15: Push m back to S
16: Push P′′ back to P
17: Clear P′′

18: ϕ = 2ϕ
19: end while

Fig. 5. Top: without our hierarchical sampling scheme, some points
maybe discarded when the view is zoomed in; Bottom: our scheme
preserves the points of low levels when the view is zoomed in.

3.4.1 Point Color

A recent work [19] suggests that color outperforms shape for multi-
class scatterplots in many comparative tasks. Even when the number
of points increases, the performance remains good. However, using
color to distinguish different classes is not a trivial task. In order to
clearly identify different classes, the color distinguishability in over-
lapped regions needs to be as significant as possible.

We offer two methods for users to select colors, namely, a friendly
hue wheel based color picking interface and an automatic color selec-
tion approach.

In the hue wheel based color picking interfaces, users are allowed
to freely select a set of colors to label individual data classes.

To help users in selecting distinguishable colors for different class-
es, we also provide an automatic color selection approach, in which
an optimal color set is selected automatically. More specifically, we
employ a color optimization algorithm, which takes the density infor-
mation into account.

Suppose that the scatterplot is rendered on a rectangular screen area,
which is further divided into M local regions (e.g. 5× 5 pixels for a
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local region). Our automatic color selection approach seeks to find
a color set C = {C1,C2, ...,Cn} in the CIELAB color space so that
the visualization has a maximal color distinguishability. Ci denotes
the color for the i-th data class. We maximize the following objective
function to obtain an optimal color set:

Ecost =
M

∑
m=1

βm ∑
i, j<n,i< j

αm,i, j|Ci−Cj|, (3)

where αm,i, j denotes the inter-class weight, which measures the weight
of the color distinguishability between the i-th and j-th class in the m-
th local region. Meanwhile, βm denotes the intra-class weight, which
measures the weight of the m-th local region in the entire screen area.
The item |Ci−Cj| denotes the color distinguishability between Ci and
Cj . It is computed by the Euclidean distance in the CIELAB col-
or space, which is perceptually uniform. In our implementation, the
weights αi, j and β for the m-th local region are defined as

αi, j = e−| f̄i− f̄ j |, β =
n

∑
i=0

f̄i. (4)

To prevent the optimization from reaching an unsatisfying result,
we add a further constraint that colors are at least apart from each
other at distance d in a perceptually uniform color space. Following a
soft constraint implementation, it yields a minimization problem:

min−Ecost +k ∑
i, j<n,i< j

Epenalty(Ci,Cj), (5)

where k is an adjustable weight, and

Epenalty(Ci,Cj) = max(0,1−
|Ci−Cj |

d
).

We choose the CIELAB color model, in which the L* channel denotes
the perceptually perceived lightness.

Instead of optimizing within the entire color space, we intend to
seek iso-lightness colors for different classes by leaving L* as a us-
er adjustable parameter. Thereby, the optimization process minimize
Equation (5) by search other two channels (i.e. a* and b*) in an iso-
lightness plane within the gamut of the CIELAB color space. We apply
the Nelder and Mead method [29] to find an optimal solution. As the
downhill simplex method works iteratively and is prone to converge
to a local minima, we run the optimization method several times with
random initializations and keep the best solution finally.

3.4.2 Point Shapes

The sampled data points can be simply rendered as circular dots in the
screen space. To aid local correlation exploration and analysis, other
visual representations can be employed (see Figure 6):

• The ellipse representation is inspired by [46] which uses ellipse
to represent the luminance gradient for pointillism painting.

• The dot-line scheme is similar to the one used in [8] for sensi-
tivity analysis.

Specifically, the local trend (ux0
,vy0

) = normalize(1, ∂ y

∂ x
) at a 2D

location (x0,y0) is approximated by a local linear regression analysis:

∂y

∂x
≈

∑(xi,yi)∈N(x0,y0)
(yi−y0)(xi−x0)

∑(xi,yi)∈N(x0,y0)
(xi−x0)

2
, (6)

where N(x0,y0) represents the neighborhoods of (x0,y0) in a circular

region. To obtain a visually pleasing result, we empirically restrict the
ratio of the major radius and the minor radius for ellipse to 1.618.

4 VISUAL EXPLORATION OF MULTI-CLASS SCATTERPLOTS

Our visual exploration system is equipped with a set of interaction
tools. The efficiency of our approach is best shown with high-
resolution images. Please refer to the supplementary materials for de-
tails.

Class1 Class2 Class3 Class1 Class2 Class3

(a) (b)

Fig. 6. Using (a) Ellipses and (b) Dot-Lines to encode local trend infor-
mation for a synthetic dataset.

4.1 System Overview

All widgets and views are designed to be collapsible so that more
screen space can be preserved for the main view. Figure 8 shows an
overview of our system. The data class list view summarizes all da-
ta classes (Figure 8 (a)). Users can drag interested data classes into
the main view (Figure 8 (b)) for conjoint exploration. A set of visu-
alization methods and interaction tools are provided in Figure 8 (c).
Configuration panels (Figure 8 (d)) are put on the left side.

4.2 Visual Exploration of A Single Class

To gain an overview of each class, we employ a data class list view
(Figure 8 (a)) that follows a small multiple visual form [39]. Specifi-
cally, the visual representation of each data class is designed as a rect-
angular glyph (Figure 7) which contains two statistical histograms.
Other information about the data class is also embedded.

}

Histogram 

Name and number of data points

Culled points  in gray

Color picker

Fig. 7. The glyph representation shows an overview of a data class.

The data class list view provides an overview for exploration. Cur-
rently, the following interaction tools are supported in this view:

Clipping on the 1D histogram filters out data points that are not in
given ranges. The culled data points are shown in gray as a con-
text.

Dragging the interesting data class glyphs closer to facilitate com-
parison. Users can also drag a set of glyphs to the main view for
conjoint exploration.

Sorting glyphs by the number of data points in each class.

4.3 Conjoint Multi-Class Exploration

The resulting visualization in the main view (see Figure 8 (b)) exhibit-
s a global picture of the selected data classes. It is of equal, if not
more, importance to interactively explore the data from different per-
spectives. Our system provides a set of tools inspired by many editing
systems [6, 21].

4.3.1 Data Inspection

Users are allowed to use the following tools to study multi-class scatter
dataset in a single view:
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Fig. 8. The main interface of our exploration system.

Highlighting Inspired by the Gestalt common fate principle, the point
set in a data class is synchronously moved upwards when the user
holds the right mouse button, and restores when users release it.
Repeatedly pressing and releasing the right mouse button helps
users identify an individual class in the main view.

Selection Two types of selection tools are provided to allow for speci-
fying a region of interest. The box selection tool allows for draw-
ing a rectangular region. The lasso selection tool supports draw-
ing an arbitrary shaped region.

Painting Users freely specify the visualization mode for a selected
region. Currently our system supports: alpha blending, color
blending [33], color weaving [22], color compositing with Perlin
noise [20], and contouring.

Brushing Users can gradually brush on the main view with a specific
visualization mode for exploration.

Annotations Users can identify and analyze the exploration result-
s by free-style annotations. Iconic and textual annotations are
supported.

Snapshot Users use the snapshot tool to record the visualization of a
selected region, which is orderly shown in the main view. Double
clicking the snapshots will unfold the recorded visualizations in
the main view.

4.3.2 Density Exploration

Our approach is compatible with many multi-variate density field visu-
alization methods, like contouring, color blending, and color weaving.
Our system incorporates all these features and provides the flexibility
of modulating all of them for insightful analysis.

The contouring is an effective method to quickly locate the dense
point regions. It can be used to get a high-level overview of the density
information. Further, color blending, color compositing with Perlin
noise, and color weaving can be employed to identify the data classes
in dense overlapped regions. Generally, color blending has limited
capabilities for this task. To simultaneously identify data classes and
relative density information, our noise sampling based method can be
employed.

4.3.3 Local Trend Exploration

When studying at a specific region, users may want to study the local
relationship between the two dimensions. With our system, users can
use the painting tool with either ellipse shape or dot-line shape to grad-
ually discover local trends. By treating the local trend field as a vector
field, a set of streamlines can be generated to further enhance the per-
ception [8]. Once users find an interesting pattern, the annotation tools
can be used to record the findings.

5 EVALUATION

To evaluate the feasibility and applicability of our approach, we ap-
plied our approach to two datasets. The first dataset records the NBA
teams’ shooting positions on the court. The second one is a real mo-
bile user profile dataset which includes over 380,000 users and their
calling records. A preliminary user study was conducted to testify the
effectiveness of our approach.

5.1 Case Studies

5.1.1 The NBA Teams’ Shooting Positions Dataset

This dataset records the shooting positions of several NBA teams (in-
cluding the Miami Heat, the Golden State Warriors, the Memphis
Grizzlies, and so on) in the 2012-2013 season. To study the strate-
gies employed by different teams, we place them in the same view for
comparative analysis.

The conventional scatterplot exhibits severe visual clutter (see Fig-
ure 9 (a)). Figure 9 (b) shows the result of splatterplot [33] where data
points in sparse regions are randomly selected for highlighting. We
can see a significant brown colored region near the basket, because it
is easier to score when a player is close to the basket. The synthe-
sized color might cause misunderstanding. The color weaving method
can help users identify different teams in the overlapped regions (see
Figure 9 (c)). Neither of these methods can answer the following two
types of questions which require quantitative analysis:

• Which team shot more in a specific area, for example the region
indicated by the green rectangle?

• Where the players preferred to shooting?
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Golden State Warriors Miami Heat Memphis Grizzlies

(a) (d)(b) (c)

Fig. 9. Studying the shooting differences among the NBA teams with different scatter data visualization schemes. (a) The conventional scatterplot.
(b) The Splatterplots [33]. (c) Using color weaving to enhance the perception of the data classes in dense regions. (d) Our result preserves the
point distributions and the relative density orders among classes, and can be used for quantitative analysis.

Figure 9 (d) displays our result. It shows that Memphis Grizzlies
shot more in the green rectangular area which was dominated by blue
points. In addition, Miami Heat preferred three-points shooting in
the left and right corners (see the highlighted regions shown on the
right side of each result), because more red points are shown in these
areas. However the Splatterplots cannot capture this property due to
the random sampling mode employed in these sparse regions. The
selection tool allows users to specify a region and inspect the exact
number of shooting.

5.1.2 The Mobile User Profile Dataset

This dataset records the detailed usages and bills of 382,779 mobile
users in a month. Each user has 17 attributes including the encrypted
phone number, the package type, the total-call-charge, the total-talk-
time, and so on. Two types of records are removed in our data cleaning
process:

• Data records with missing attributes;

• Data records with illegal values, e.g. a record with a negative
total-call-charge.

245,309 records are used after cleaning. After a quick look at the
total-talk-time and the total-call-charge, we can find a strong linear re-
lationship between them (see Figure 10 (a)). We use the package type
to label each user. The derived scatterplot is a multi-class scatterplot.

We first employ the Splatterplots [33] by color blending and con-
touring the reconstructed density fields to study the density distribu-
tions. The lightness channel is employed to encode the density. The
result in Figure 10 (b) clearly shows the dense regions as well as the
points in sparse regions. In the overlapped dense regions, new colors
are synthesized. The color weaving method can avoid this problem,
and can help users identify classes in the overlapped dense regions
(see Figure 10 (c)). The limitation of both methods is that the relative
density orders among different classes are missing.

Figure 10 (d) presents the result of our method using the circular
dot representation. The relative density orders in a local region can
be perceived by the number of visible dots. For example, users with
Package Type 3 dominate the lower left part in this view. We can
also find that users with Package Type 2 and Package Type 4 are
the dominant classes in the highlighted rectangle (see Figure 10 (f)),
because more cyan and orange points are displayed in this region. In
addition, different types of correlations are clearly shown in our result
with a dot-line representation (see Figure 10 (e)). The local trend of
each point in Package Type 3 and 5 roughly follows the 45 degree
diagonal line (Please zoom in or refer to the supplementary images for
details). This may indicate that Package Type 3 and 5 do not contain
a restriction on the minimum charge. In contrast, Package Type 1,

Package Type 2, and Package Type 4 do not exhibit such property,
and the local trends are almost parallel to the dimension of total-talk-
time. This may imply that each package type (1,2, and 4) has a varied
restriction on the minimum charge.

5.2 User Study

Generally, four schemes that can be used to visualize multi-class scat-
ter dataset were compared: the conventional scatterplots (C), the color
blending based method (CB) [33], the color weaving based method
(CW) [22], and our method (OURS). Note that a previous work [22]
has concluded that color weaving outperforms color blending.

5.2.1 Study Design

Participants
In our user study, 26 participants were recruited from a university.

Of these participants, 19 were male and 7 were female, 16 were grad-
uate students and 10 were undergraduate students. Their ages ranged
from 21 to 28 years old. All participants reported that they were not
colorblind.
Apparatus

The user study was conducted on a normal PC equipped with a dell
display (24-inch LCD with resolution of 1920×1080 pixels). The free
online survey platform Kuiksurveys (http://kwiksurveys.com/) were
employed. In general, 32 datasets were used in our user study (includ-
ing both synthetic and real application datasets, 16 for the first task
and 16 for the second task). Table 1 lists the details of these dataset-
s. All visualization results were created with the same resolution of
800× 600 pixels. The colors used to indicate data classes were se-
lected by our optimization technique. All visualizations employed the
circular dot to encode a data point.
Tasks
[T1] Data classes identification

In this task, all participants had to identify the number of data
classes in a marked area, which was separately visualized with four
schemes. 16 datasets were tested in this task. In order to avoid learn-
ing effects and the possible data bias, the datasets were randomly per-
muted and then were equally divided for each scheme test. In general,
each participant had to answer 16 questions in this task. We provided
a Hard to determine option in the listed answers. We gave a score of
1 for every correct answer and a score of 0 for every incorrect answer.
A participant could achieve a maximum score of 4 for each scheme.
[T2] Relative densities recognition

In this task, each participant had to choose an answer that could best
describe the relative density orders in the marked region. 16 different
datasets were used in this task. Each participant had to finish 16 ques-
tions. Similar to T1, the datasets were first randomly permuted for a
participant. The same scoring strategy was used for this task.
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Fig. 10. Applying different scatter data visualization schemes to the mobile user profile dataset consisting of five classes. (a) The conventional
scatterplot. (b) The Splatterplots [33]. (c) The splatterplot enhanced with color weaving. (d) Our approach with the circular dot representation. (e)
Our approach with the dot-line representation for trends analysis. (f) The marked regions in (a-e). (g) and (h) are two consecutive zooming levels
of (d). (i) The dot-line representation for (h).

Procedure

Before the formal study, we spent about 12 minutes to briefly train
the participants, including getting their informed consent, completing
a general questionnaire, and explaining tasks. After the two tasks were
finished, a post study questionnaire were given to record their general
comments about the techniques and the entire user study.

5.2.2 Result and Analysis

Figure 11 shows the overall performances on task T1 and T2. It is easy
to see that our method significantly outperforms other threes schemes
especially in terms of relative density order recognition. By analyzing
the incorrect answers for C, CB, and CW in the task T2, we find that
the answer Hard to determine were selected 37 and 31 times for CB
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Table 1. Profiles of the 32 datasets tested in our user study. The num-
ber of points in each class is separated by the symbol ’/’. Bold items
denote synthetic datasets generated with the Matlab random number
generation toolbox.

Task ID No. of points in each class ID No. of points in each class

T1

D1 20000 / 20000 / 20000 D2 1348 / 2812 / 5255

D3 40000 / 40000 / 40000 D4 11778 / 6135 / 18270

D5 20000 / 40000 / 60000 D6 13655 / 36785 / 44947

D7 20000 / 20000 / 20000 / 20000 D8 27233 / 54362 / 32611

D9 40000 / 40000 / 40000 / 40000 D10 1381 / 2845 / 1703 / 2972

D11 20000 / 40000 / 60000 / 80000 D12 5845 / 5419 / 5291 / 6452

D13 6046 / 10743 / 8204 / 7093 D14 14614 / 23295 / 21540 / 13044

D15
5526 / 6458 / 9792 / 13012 /

10454
D16

14000 / 11007 / 15096 /

21336 / 17260

T2

D17 25000 / 25000 / 25000 D18 1794 / 6452 / 12086

D19 50000 / 50000 / 50000 D20 4499 / 4145 / 3976

D21 20000 / 40000 / 80000 D22 4250 / 3609 / 5624

D23 25000 / 25000 / 25000 / 25000 D24 7859 / 10123 / 8121

D25 50000 / 50000 / 50000 / 50000 D26 31801 / 39805 / 99797

D27 20000 / 30000 / 50000 / 60000 D28 21489 / 20611 / 28818 / 27582

D29 7050 / 18452 / 16438 / 24671 D30 32549 / 28451 / 38645 / 27314

D31
6506 / 5482 / 3622 / 6600 /

10402
D32

7141 / 34682 / 12086 / 26432 /

58862

and CW respectively. However, only 8 questions for C were answered
with the Hard to determine option. This is because the color blending
and weaving methods cannot preserve relative density features. They
can hardly be employed for quantitative tasks.

1.0 4.03.02.0 1.0 4.03.02.0

T1 T2

0.00.0

OURS

CW

CB

C

Fig. 11. Overview of performance across tasks and visualization
schemes. Points show the average score of each visualization scheme
on T1 and T2. Lines represent one-standard errors.

6 DISCUSSION AND FUTURE WORK

The orders in which the points are drawn greatly influence the visu-
alization results for conventional multi-class scatterplots. Figure 12
shows two visualizations with different orders of a dataset by Tableau
(http://www.tableausoftware.com/). To study the patterns in a multi-
class dataset with conventional scatterplots, users have to manual-
ly exchange the drawn orders. In contrast, our approach is order-
independent and yields an occlusion-free result.

Fig. 12. Different drawn orders for the conventional multi-class scatter-
plot might cause distinct understandings.

Due to the limitations of the human visual perceptual system, the
distance from the eye to the display also has influences on the com-
prehension of resulting visualizations. Points tend to be blended when
users stay far away from the display. A possible solution would be to
adaptively modulate the point radii. In practice, we can use depth cam-
eras or eye tracking equipments to measure the eye-screen distance.

At a coarse zooming level, our method with the default sampling
frequency parameter might generate relatively less points in medium
and low density regions. To study features such as shapes or clusters
of points in these regions, gradually increasing the sampling frequency
or interactively zooming the view are two feasible solutions.

Although our approach aims at abstracting the multi-class scatter-
plots in a single view, it can be extended to visualize multi-variate
datasets by employing the scatterplot matrix representation.

We see many directions for future work. 1) While the current sam-
pling scheme cannot exactly preserve the ratios among classes, we
intend to employ a soft disk sampling technique [41]. With this tech-
nique, a fixed number of samples in each class will be produced in a
local region such that the relative ratios are preserved. 2) Our method
scales well in the number of data points. Using colors to identify dif-
ferent classes limits the the number of data classes shown in a single
view. We intend to find the capacity limit of class number in differ-
ent situations. 3) To assist users identifying classes, our current so-
lution only considers the color distinguishability. We intend to take
other perceptual factors such as visual importance and attentions into
account. 4) Compared with the ellipse representation, the dot-line rep-
resentation has the capability to show global trends. However it might
obscure the relative density features and introduce visual clutter due to
the extra line geometries. We expect to evaluate the effectiveness of d-
ifferent visual representations to encode local trends in scatterplots. 5)
We also would like to study the density variations in different regions
after applying our approach.

7 CONCLUSION

This paper presents a preliminary work that employs an alternative
method for multi-class scatter data visualization. While previous
works leverage opacity, color, and other visual channels to eliminate
the overdraw problem, ours utilizes spatial redistribution. The core is a
hierarchical multi-class blue noise sampling scheme. As a key benefit,
our method generates a visual abstraction of the input point distribu-
tions while the overdraw is alleviated. To help users identify different
data classes, a color optimization technique is employed. Both case
studies and the user study have demonstrated the effectiveness of our
method. The visual exploration system equipped with a set of inter-
action tools enables users to study a multi-class scatter dataset from
different perspectives.
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